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Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

This week we have two more questions, one about a needy toddler behavior and 
another about attention seeking toddler behavior. 

"Hi Erin, My son Tyler is almost 17 months and my question is how to handle whining 
and crying with Mom only. About Tyler’s temperament and personality: He is a very 
persistent, very active, generally happy and expressive boy. He loves to be active, he 
wants to open every door, empty every bin, climb anything he can. He is very curious, 
interested in everything you do, wants to participate, touch, hold everything. He is 
social, loves to say hi and by to everyone, generally not afraid of new people. If he is 
upset he will let you know loud and clear and if he is happy he will also let you know. 
When Tyler is around me (Mom) he is whiny and clingy. He wants my attention at all 
times. If I do something other than play with him or watch him play he comes over and 
whines and complains and wants to be held. I’ve been teaching him to at least ask 
nicely and not whine, so after I say “can you ask nicely” he will say “please”. So I pick 
him up he usually holds me and after a couple minutes he gets distracted with 
something new and wants to go down or I give him something to do and put him 
down. I pick him up as to me it feels like he just needs a quick mom hug to recharge his 
batteries. I also try to say I will not pick him, I go down to his level and tell him that 
instead we can go read a book or something. He is usually ok with that after a few 
seconds. He cries if I go to the bathroom or another room and if I leave the house. I do 
not sneak out on him but inform him I will be back but he still has a hard time. He will 
stand outside the bathroom door crying until his dad gets him and distracts him. One 
thing to note is that in the mornings dad takes him to daycare. If they leave before me 
everything is fine, he is so happy and even says bye bye to me like 5 times. But if I 
leave first then there’s drama. He doesn’t not act this way when I am not around. If he is 
with his dad there is little or no whining at all. This also happens mostly when we are 
home, if we are out and about he doesn’t do this as much. Is this normal? Can you 
suggest anything to help? Should I not be picking him up so much at this age? Should I 
ignore him when he is asking for my attention or for me to play with him? Any tactics 
you can suggest are greatly appreciated. Thank you, Danya" 



What a great message! I love all the detail. Yes, this is VERY normal. He has a very 
healthy attachment to you. This age is ripe for separation anxiety and it will continue 
for a while. He will probably go through phases of being more independent, then more 
clingy but the clinginess will get less and less over time.  The fact that he can come get 
a hug or sit on your lap for a few minutes and then go back and play is also a great 
indicator of his healthy attachment. During these early toddler years there are 
conflicting needs for autonomy vs. security. So coming back to mom (or whoever the 
main attachment figure is) for a hug and snuggle for security and then going back to 
play is showing this, him working to get both needs met. Once he feels secure he goes 
back to being independent again. There is a wide range of normal on this, some kids 
will really struggle to leave mom to go play, others won’t come to see the parent/
caregiver at all during play but snuggle at night, during book reading, you name it and 
it’s still all very normal ways of getting both needs met. But your situation is the most 
common way a child will work to get both these needs met, checking in and going 
back to play, checking in and going back to play! So it’s important to just be available 
(within reason and when you can! It doesn’t mean you have to let him in the bathroom 
every single time or pick him up at a moments notice if you are in the middle of 
chopping up a pepper for dinner if you don’t want to!) to give him the hugs he needs. 
The more you are able to do this, the more it will allow him to feel confident to explore 
his independence, believe it or not! He will feel safe that mom is there when he needs 
and will learn to trust it more and more and therefore feel safe to explore his play for 
longer as time goes on. It’s also positive that he can be distracted by attention from 
dad, that he can go to school with dad without too much issue. 

If you leave first do you still say goodbye? If so, is that when he’s getting upset, upon 
the goodbye ritual? If you aren’t saying good-bye then make sure you do the same 
type of good-bye  ritual regardless of who leaves first. If you are still doing this and 
that’s when he’s acting up, then you just want to empathize with him and then keep 
moving forward. “I know you don’t want mom/mommy to leave right now but it’s time 
for me to go to work. I love you and I will pick up from school this afternoon like 
always!” It let’s him know you WILL see him again and when and this is part of the 
routine. It will get better and he will go through phases like I said, it’ll get better then 
usually fluctuates from worse  to better again throughout toddlerhood and even into 
early elementary for some kids who are prone to separation anxiety… But for most kids 
it’s pretty much gone by 4. (I know that sounds like a long time but it will get better and 
better and the instances will get further between) 

For parents who are also curious or struggling with this stage, the class on separation 
anxiety covers the stages of anxiety at separation. Why separation anxiety is normal 
and a positive developmental stage, as well as the do’s and don’ts for drop-offs or 



when leaving your child at home with a sitter or other caregiver for balancing both 
maintaining healthy attachment and encouraging autonomy. I’ve been doing a lot of 
reading and lectures lately on adult romantic relationships about attachment styles and 
how they go back to earliest experiences with this as children. There is a lot of research 
about how adults with certain unhealthy attachment styles tend to pair together and 
creates turmoil in the relationships, while those with healthy attachment styles tend to 
seek each other out and pair up together. This all goes back to how we were parented 
and responded to. The foundations for these attachment styles get setup during this 
stage but the same patterns tend to continue throughout childhood. So if you want to 
know more about setting up these healthy attachment styles, I highly recommend 
learning about separation anxiety and following the guidelines in the class on the 
website at yourvilageonline.com under the health and development section. Also all 
the positive discipline classes give the tools for continuing this process of healthy 
attachment. 

The next question is about attention-seeking behavior from a toddler but one mom is 
having a difficult time not bringing attention to and so wants to know how to fix this 
issue. I’ll answer that question right after a word from our new sponsor, Lola! 

"Hi Erin, 
I recently became a member and I have been diving into all things “toddler discipline.” 
I have a 28 month old and an 8 month old. My oldest, Karl, started head banging at 
about 15 months. Here is a quick and dirty timeline of the head banging progression: 

15 months: Karl (a prior great sleeper) goes through a sleep regression and starts 
angrily banging his head on his crib when we put him to sleep. This happens each 
night. He isn’t hurting himself so we leave him be. He usually only bangs his head once 
or twice, then goes to sleep. 

19 months: The head banging seems to be waning. I’m hopeful that any day now it will 
be a thing of the past. 

20 months: Baby brother is born. Head banging comes back full force. Karl also starts 
banging his head on the wall and slapping his head/face during tantrums. 

24 months to present: It’s getting pretty bad. He bangs his head on the nearest hard 
object anytime he is not happy. He also slaps his face/head numerous times a day. Any 
time he doesn’t get his way he will slap his face/head.  

http://yourvilageonline.com


Our pediatrician suggested ignoring him while he head bangs. We did that up until 
about 24 months (with no improvement after baby brother came onto the scene.) Then 
we tried telling him “Karl, we do not hit ourselves” in a firm, serious voice. That only 
made the situation worse.  

At this point the head banging and slapping seems very manipulative. Karl will make 
sure he has my attention before banging or slapping, then look to me again after the 
bang/slap to see my reaction. 

I’m not sure how to handle this and seem to be making the situation worse:( 

Thanks, Breanna" 

It does sound manipulative or like “attention-seeking” behavior. Have you watched the 
class on Misbehaviors and Solutions? One of the 4 reasons for misbehaviors mentioned 
in the class is attention-seeking. 

So, there are two sides to this behavior and it will be good for you to work both sides, 
one is the positive side, ratcheting up attention for positive behaviors and then 
ignoring the behavior when he does it because it does sound like ANY attention to this 
behavior increases it.  

For the positive side:  

Positive Reinforcement: Every time he reacts calmly or less aggressively when he is 
upset or put-out give positive attention, even if it’s just slight, like an annoyance. “I can 
see you are annoyed that your cracker broke and you handled that very calmly. Thank 
you!” If he’s playing quietly, (as in not  rambunctious not necessarily not making any 
noise at all!) you can give positive attention for that, “You are playing so nicely! You 
are being so calm right now!” This gives him attention for behaviors you prefer to see. 
It teaches him what behavior you like and what positive behaviors he can exhibit for 
attention. It also gives him the opportunity to start  associating himself with certain 
descriptions, calm, poised, even-tempered, helpful or whatever descriptors you use. He 
then starts to embody those traits more and more. 

Special Time:   It seems that having a sibling is probably a bit of an upset to his world 
and having some special time with a parent can really help him feel more secure in the 
relationship, decrease those feelings of losing status, position, or attention. So 
spending some special one on one (or two on one time if you can swing it - but not 
necessary) with him doing something fun, can really help decrease negative reactions 



and behaviors. It can be simple like some play time on the floor when the baby is 
napping or running some errands, a trip to the park or maybe an indoor play area 
depending on where you live and the current weather right now! 

For the negative side: 

Definitely ignore it as best you can. Not just, not giving attention but actually leaving 
the room. Just turn around and walk out of the room and act as if it’s not even 
happening.  My daughter used to do something like this. She’d have a tantrum and 
throw herself back on the hard tile floor! Then she’d be mad and hurt! But I had to 
ignore. Soon she would have her tantrum but throw herself back in stages. Plop on her 
bum sitting, then her back, then put her head back so as not to hurt herself. It would 
be in the kitchen while I was making dinner, and I’d just step over her and continue 
making dinner like nothing was happening! It didn’t take more than a couple times 
before she stopped hurting herself. She’d still have tantrums but not hitting her head! 

I had the same thing with my oldest, where I made the mistake of giving him attention 
for hitting the TV and for getting on the coffee table. It only increased the behavior so I 
had to start walking out of the room when he did. As soon as he’d walk over to the TV, 
look at me to see if I were paying attention, I’d turn around and walk out of the room. 
That didn’t take long to stop after that either. 

Also check the class on siblings without rivalry. Some of it’s for when they are older and 
helping build strong relationships but also there is some good information about 
starting the relationship off well in the beginning and you may find some things in there 
that will reduce his jealousy and therefore his behavior for seeking-attention. 

If you have a parenting question you’d like answered, send an email to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next week!
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